INTRODUCTION
Engaging in wholesome interactions and understanding language in any form requires understanding connections that exist between words, phrases, concepts and thoughts in a meaningful way. Many of the problems faced today in Artificial Intelligence (AI) depend in some way in understanding this network of relationships which represent the facts known and perceived about the world. AI is the mechanization of tasks requiring intelligence. Basically, AI is a multi-disciplinary science that combines the fields of computer science, mathematics, philosophy, psychology and linguistics in an effort to make machines think and behave like humans. AI, a field predominantly domiciled in computer science and engineering is concerned with the computational understanding of intelligent behavior, as well as the creation of artifacts that display such behavior [1] . However, one of the essential challenges of AI is the computerized or systematic acquisition of knowledge from data along with the representation of this knowledge to support reasoning and understanding [2] .Taking a quick look at the backbone paradigms of AI such as expert systems, data mining, neural networks, machine learning, natural language processing, genetic algorithm, computer vision and emerging paradigms like sematic web, bioinformatics and recognition systems, one thing is for sure; in the midst of the accumulation of large amounts of data, lies the imperative need for knowledge extraction in a meaningful way such that similar concepts can be mapped together. The approach of choice in carrying KR goes a long way in determining the efficacy of the AI system in view. Suffice it to say that the goal of this research paper is to show the viability of using ontology to drive knowledge discovery for diseases that have no known cure today especially because they have multiple causative agents. approach entails the ability to learn rules relating the selected features to the categories of interest, and ability to acquire knowledge incrementally and detect when knowledge is changing [2] . The first step of KA is the collection of data and selection of the features to represent the data. The use of collaborative filtering and multi-agent systems can be used as a method of acquiring new knowledge.
ii.
Knowledge iii. Knowledge Validation (KV): this involves testing that the knowledge of the expert system is correct and complete.
Fig 1: Development of and Expert System
There are various types of knowledge:
i. Declarative: it defines what is known about a problem. This includes simple statements which are asserted to be either true or false.
ii. Procedural: this defines how a problem is solved. It contains rules, strategies, agenda and procedures.
iii. Heuristic: it describes a rule-of-thumb that helps to guide the reasoning process.
iv. Meta knowledge: describes knowledge about knowledge to enhance the efficiency of problem solving.
v. Structural Knowledge: it offers descriptive insight into knowledge structures. In addition, it contains rule sets, concept relationships and concept to object relationships [5] . ii. the set of inferences the representation sanctions; and
iii. The set of inferences it recommends.
KR is a medium for pragmatically efficient computation, i.e., the computational environment in which thinking is accomplished. One contribution to this pragmatic efficiency is supplied by the guidance a representation provides for organizing information so as to facilitate making the recommended inferences. Furthermore, it is a medium of human expression, a language in which one says things about the world [6] . KR faces issues which include resolution details, scope, modularity, understandability, explicit versus implicit knowledge as well as procedural versus declarative knowledge.
2.2.Evolution of Knowledge Representation
KR has a long history in AI research, philosophy and declarative thought. AI turned to KR after the failure of early attempts at machine translations, which were based to a large extent on simple dictionary look-up to teach a computer to understand natural language [7] . As depicted in figure 2 , KR has its roots in the design of formal representation languages of the 1980s. In the early days, researchers initiated methods like heuristic questions & answers, neural networks and theorem proving [8] . Translation is not purely a map from lexical item to lexical item, and ambiguity is inherent in a large number of utterances, hence a means is required to encode what the actual meaning of the sentence is. Therefore, there must be a representation of meaning independent of the words used for example in medical diagnosis, the systems MYCIN and DENDRAL written in LISP at Stanford University, could identify bacteria and propose a therapy. During this period, a number of KR-friendly languages like PROLOG and LISP were designed to express the content of natural language statements [9] and commonsense reasoning [10] as directly as possible.
Fig 2: Representation of data, information, knowledge and wisdom [8]
Communications 
2.3.Knowledge Representation Techniques
AI needs to represent things like objects, properties, categories and relationships between objects, situations, events, states and time, causes and effects, KR provides the way to represent them [11] . KR techniques are divided into two major categories, which are declarative representation and procedural representation. The declarative representation techniques are used to represents objects, facts, relations while the procedural representation are used to represent the action performed by the objects. Some of the techniques for KR are semantic nets, frames, ontology and hybrid representation. However, discussion will be limited to just ontology.
Ontology
An ontology is a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain of interest. Ontology is a branch of metaphysics and denotes the philosophical investigation of existence. It is concerned with the fundamental questions of "what is being?" and "what kinds of things are there?" [12] . The definition of ontology captures several characteristics of the concept as a specification of domain knowledge, namely the aspects of formality, explicitness, being shared, conceptuality and domainspecificity.
i. Formality: ontology is expressed in a KR language that provides formal semantics. This ensures that the specification of domain knowledge in an ontology can be processed by machines and can be interpreted in a well-defined way.
ii. Explicitness: ontology states knowledge in a clear and definite way to make understanding easy for machines. Notions that are not explicitly included in the ontology are not part of the machineinterpretable conceptualization it captures, although humans might take them for granted by common sense.
iii. Being shared: an ontology reflects an agreement on a domain conceptualization among people in a community. The larger the community, the more difficult it is to come to an agreement on sharing the same conceptualization. Thus, an ontology is always limited to a particular group of people in a community, and its construction is associated with a social process of reaching consensus.
iv. Conceptuality: an ontology specifies knowledge in a conceptual way in terms of symbols that represent percepts and their relations. The concepts and relations in an ontology can be intuitively grasped by humans, as they correspond to the elements in our mental model. Moreover, an ontology describes a conceptualization in general terms and does not only capture a particular state of affairs. Instead of making statements about a specific situation involving particular individuals, an ontology tries to cover as many situations as possible that can potentially occur [13] .
v. Domain specificity: specifications in an ontology are limited to knowledge about a particular domain of interest. The narrower the scope of the domain for the ontology, the more an ontology engineer can focus on axiomatising the details in this domain, rather than covering a broad range of related topics. In this way, the explicit specification of domain knowledge can be modularized and expressed using several different ontologies with separate domains of interest [14] .
Fig 3: Example of a geographic ontology [14]
Communications Not all the information in an ontology can easily be visualized in a graph. As shown in figure 3 , ontology engineering environments provide extra means for displaying and editing complex axiomatic information, using a special-purpose ontology language or logical formal notation. The computational domain model of an ontology can be used for various purposes, depending on the application scenario. Furthermore, figure 4 is an ontological depiction of the main types of diabetes highlighting types of causative chains and goes to show that a relationship exists between the various sub-types of diabetes. In addition, figure 5 is an example of a Resource Description Framework (RDF) representation of diseases which also elucidates inherent component relationships whereas figure 6 specifies the relationships between the components of a medical history questionnaire. 
Fig 4: types of diabetes constituted of causal chains [15] Fig 5: An RDF representation of diseases [15]
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APPLICATIONS OF KR
KR techniques were applied mainly to extend database properties and capabilities in the beginning. Then, as research matured, several sophisticated applications such as KBSs, Expert Systems, and Intelligent Decision Support Systems emerged. The propaganda surrounding KR applications was so high on the international scene in the early 1980s that Edward Feigenbaum made in his book on the Japanese Fifth Generation Computer project, a remarkable prediction about the power, the knowledge and capability to serve humans in medical diagnosis, product design and education.
Among the first really successful applications of KR are Expert Systems which are software designed to emulate the decision making, the thinking process of a human expert. An Expert System relies on symbolic languages like LISP and PROLOG, uses an inference engine (set of rules) to reason about a rich knowledge base, draws conclusions and then makes recommendations to humans. Several Fortune 500 companies used ES in the 1980s as practical tools to solve concrete problems. Medical diagnosis (e.g., Mycin by Shortliffe and associates) was a major application area where the first Medical Expert Systems appeared. In addition, KR researchers and engineers contributed to the creation of a plethora of software based on KR technology in education systems (intelligent tutoring), quality assurance, medical imaging and drug administration.
Other AI paradigms that rely heavily on KR include Artificial Neural Networks, data mining, bioinformatics, natural language processing, genetic algorithm, semantic web, machine learning. As a matter of fact, the efficacy and efficiency of these range of predictive systems predictive systems are hugely dependent on how well the knowledge has been represented whether by ontology or other KR techniques [17] .
Their applications are also widespread: [18, 19] .
The proposition in this discourse is based on viable research works [15, 16] that have adopted ontology as the KR technique required to design and implement complex biomedical systems. Drug discovery is no doubt a complex process which entails the following phases:
i. Drug discovery also referred to as drug design which starts with target identification, also referred to as translational bioinformatics. A definite target which is also akin to the disease is identified and validated. Target validation implies ascertaining if a modification to the function of the target could have therapeutic effect.
ii. Lead identification which is the next phase aims at compound identification which also doubles as the starting point for refinement. The approaches to the compound identification is more measured and scientific when compared to the traditional approach.
iii. The next phase, lead optimization entails finetuning the lead compound to elicit greater drug activity as well as eliminate undesirable sideeffects. This is carried out using either the Structure Based Drug Design (SBDD) or the Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR).
iv. The fundamental difference between the traditional method and the rational design is the concept of translational bioinformatics which is key to this new method of drug design. This makes the drug discovery process more intentional and tailored toward the production of effective therapeutic interventions. It also ensures reduction in the time frame devoted to the process.
Drug discovery has become a major component of bioinformatics, a field that ensures the interleaving of computing and biosciences. However, the predictive component of computing inherent in the computing/statistical tools, range from machine learning, to genetic algorithm and also include artificial neural networks and data mining. All these find their bearing majorly in AI and this in turn is heavily reliant on KR.
Bioinformatics entails the study and processing of biological data especially the information content of genomes. It majorly deals with aiding sequencing and annotations of genomes and their observed mutations. Some proponents argue that bioinformatics is the creation of tools (algorithms and databases) that solve problem. The goal is perceived to be that of building useful tools that work on biological data (it is about the engineering). Bioinformatics tools became necessary especially in the last 10 to 15 years because;
i. With the conclusion of the Human Genome Project in 2003,
ii. Data grew bigger. The human genome for instance has about 3 billion genes and some other organisms like some big trees have larger genomes.
iii.
In light of the data explosion it became difficult to manually carry out analysis iv. Predictive analysis became necessary and what better way to do this efficiently than with tools made available by bioinformatics.
The roles of genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics in drug discovery is that they provide a sequential mapping of how the DNA is transcribed to messenger RNA which goes on to prompt the translation process required for the manufacture of the structural proteins.
In view of the foregoing, it becomes imperative that the knowledge of these concepts are necessary in drug discovery and development, due to the fact that changes might occur during either or both transcription or translation activities leading to disease. Hence, this knowledge becomes relevant in identifying and isolating the target responsible for the disease.
Furthermore, because the cells in the body continuously undergoes these processes due to the fact that proteins are essential in the structure and function of living cells, as well as in replacing worn out tissues, one wrong transcription/translation error and disease may ensue. If the correction mechanism of gene replication is incapable of fixing the error, then there is the chance for the error to perpetuate and continue to cause problems, unless a clinically proven intervention is introduced to cause a reversal of the disease condition.
An understanding of genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics is necessary to make this intervention vis-a-vis drug discovery development possible. In line with the problem statement which entails the painstaking efforts, yet a lack of results capable of nipping some terminal diseases in the bud through drug discovery, mediated by bioinformatics mechanisms. Hence, the proposition that ontology be adopted as a KR technique to model systems that embody components of these diseases in a view to systematically identifying their causative agents triggering such deadly conditions.
In addition, it is worth noting that the knowledge-base is responsible for storing factual and heuristic knowledge using one or more KR schemes to express knowledge about the application domain of interest. The inference engine is the mechanism that is used to manipulate symbolic information and knowledge so as to solve problems through reasoning. The inference engine determines which rule antecedent are satisfied by the fact. It consists of formulas to combine the rules with datasets in the knowledge-base. Inference engine can be forward chaining, backward chaining or a combination of both. The working storage houses the data that is specific to the problem being solved. The individuals who interacts with the system includes the domain expert (the human expert whose domain knowledge is being sought), knowledge engineer (the one who encodes the expert's knowledge in a declarative form that can be used by the expert system), system engineer (the one who builds the user interface, designs the declarative format of the knowledge-base and implements the inference engine) and the user (the one who will consult the system to get advice as would have been provided by the expert) [19] .
In view of the foregoing, advances have been seen in the workings of high-level robotics with machine learning, genetic algorithm and neural network mechanisms embedded into them to bring about the finesse evident only in the man.
There are now robots that come close in replicating the decision making capabilities of mankind. Intelligent tutoring systems now teach as well as generate examination questions with varying degrees of difficulty that is dependent on the ability of the student. It can be seen that the deployment of KR in intelligent intrusion detection and prevention systems that proactively prevent unauthorized breaching of systems. Furthermore, predictive systems implemented in complex disciplines like bioinformatics in gene therapy and sequence analysis now exist. Also, this is seen in systems implemented to determine the influence of family background factors on student academic performance. KR makes possible data mining and knowledge discovery which has influenced the emergence of computational engines such as wolfram alpha and revolutionized search. The list is indeed endless.
CONCLUSION
Suffice it to say that KR is at the heart of intelligent systems. KR as a major feature of AI systems is paramount in that it embodies the ability for intelligent systems to optimally carry out expected tasks which have ties to one form of AI mechanism or the other and ensure that decision reached by such systems tend towards what is obtainable in reality. It is therefore expected, that cures for some of the terminal diseases highlighted in this discourse will soon be found if ontological models evolve steadily to capture in a robust way the underlying components likely inherent in the multiple causative agents that trigger such conditions. It is only when such are known and clearly understood that viable drugs can be engineered using already discussed methods.
